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MEMORANDUM FOR: Hubert J. Miller, Chief
Repository Projects Branch
Division of Waste Management

JVN 2 0 X94

FROM: John T. Greeves, Acting Chief
Engineering Branch
Division of Waste Management

SUBJECT: THE SALTON SEA GEOTHERMAL FIELD, CALIFORNIA, AS A
NEAR-FIELD NATURAL ANALOG OF A RADIOACTIVE WASTE
REPOSITORY IN SALT, BMI/ONWI-513

In response to a request received from L. Peeters, WMRP, on June 4, 1984, the
subject document was reviewed with the following objectives in mind:

1. To formulate an NRC viewpoint on using data from the proposed Salton
sea studies for (a) validation of repository models and (b) design
and evaluation of waste package and engineered barriers.

2. To comment on analysis and interpretation of the data.

3. To suggest ways to render the study results most useful.

In summary, we feel that unless ONWI defines specifically what it is looking
for, it may very well fail to set up procedures for making field measurements,
collecting field samples, and carrying out chemical analyses that will
adequately protect the integrity, validity and applicability of the data
obtained. Use of an analog appears to have some merit as a supplement to
laboratory investigations but is burdened by questions of interpretations of
the data and representatives of the data. Detailed comments are in the
enclosure.

This review was prepared by Chuck Peterson of the WMEG Materials Section.
Chuck can be reached on extension 74546 if you have any additional questions.

John T. Greeves, Acting Chief
Engineering Branch
Division of Waste Management
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Enclosure 1

Comments on Salton Sea Analog

Major Comments

1. Objectives

The objective of the proposed study appears to be acquisition of certain

data from direct field measurements that will be used to validate repository

models and to design and evaluate waste packages and engineered barriers.

These data cover rock/water interactions, element transport, and mineral

stabilities. (Abstract, p. iii and Section 2.2.2 p. 5).

It is generally recognized that the repository/waste package design task

presents formidable technical complexities and challenges. The proposal to

use a natural analog is a commendable effort to supplement laboratory investi-

gations, which in the final analysis are examinations of simpler analogs

representing a partitioning of the actual repository into a set of smaller

problems. In this context, the analog approach may offer insight into not

only individual effects but also some of the interactions. In a sense, the

analog, if successful, could bypass some of the laboratory investigations.

However, just as for the laboratory investigations, there are formidable

problems in the logic. ONWI states, for example, that the stratigraphy is

similar to that for bedded and domal sites, except that salt is absent.

1. The path for ,otential radionuclide integration to the accessible

environment :cnsists of the waste form, the canister, any backfill,

the repose: . host medium -- which includes a disturbed zone and an

outer un- :ed zone, both within the controlled area -- , an addi-

tional .-:ed zone outside the controlled area, and finally other

strata. the proposed analog, in the context of present DOE

plans to in-i-sicate basalt, salt, and tuff, is equivalent to assuming
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failure of six links in the migration pathway designed to meet NRC

containment and isolation criteria. It also implies DOE might

consider such a geologic setting as a fourth medium. ONWI should

elaborate on why transport through a non-salt medium is more impor-

tant to pursue than direct studies on salt as the isolation

medium.

2. Since any radionuclides escaping from the controlled area will have

interacted chemically with the engineered barriers before reaching

the materials in the geologic setting, it appears likely that signifi-

cant changes in amounts of radionuclides and their chemical forms will

have occurred. Interpretation of transport data will therefore be

hindered and possibly applicability to repository design invalidated

by such effects.

2. Methodology

With all the information ONWI has already compiled on the Salton Sea

site, it should be possible to identify at least some of the kinds of specific

information sought and possible interpretations of that information. As it

stands, the subject report amounts to a recommendation for an open-ended

search for data that might be useful. We believe the project should disclose

a sharper focus, as illustrated by the following items.

1. What are the particular assumptions in the radionuclide transport

codes that need to be validated by field data?

2. Will data on the four elements stated to be of interest (U, Th, Sr,

Cs) be sufficient, or will data on technetium, iodine, plutonium,

and other radionuclides still be needed?

3. Is the c- :. of transport known?

4. Will the -. 'ents to be taken distinguish between transport due

to solut".. ' -- fects and particulate transport?
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Specific Comments

1. "The limiting factor in performing this study is the availability of

subsurface data and appropriate well-documented samples of subsurface

rocks and brines. This requires access to boreholes for sampling."

(p. 119 Section 5.2 Problems of Access to Samples)

Analysis of cores could yield a three-dimensional profile of element

concentrations. If the concentrations at (xi, Yi, z1) are the same as

those at (x2, Y2, z1), within the accuracy of experimental measurements,

will it be concluded that no horizontal transport occurs? If there are

differences, to what mechanisms might the differences be attributed? If

clay minerals are present, will be possible to say they are sufficiently

continuous to affect transport times or sufficiently uniform in distribu-

tion to draw conclusions about average transport times?

2. "Water samples must be analyzed immediately because of the difficulty of

stabilizing them for storage."

(p. 120 Section 5.2)

How much time elapses between reading the desired stratum by core drilling

and receiving a water sample at the surface? How much will its temperature,

oxygen content, pH, and solute concentrations have changed in this time?

How is contamination of water samples with drilling media and flow from

other strata avoided?

3. "Our information on-the migration and retardation of naturally-occurr''.

radioactive and radiogenic elements in hot brines moving through clay-r---

rocks will be used for validation of geochemical models and computer

codes."

(p. 120 Section 3.3 ;uture Studies)
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ONWI should identify and describe the models and codes to be validated.

Further ONWI should state how many parameters are being considered. Two

levels each of only six parameters (such as temperature, pressure, radio-

nuclide concentration, groundwater (brine) velocity, degree of saturation,

and pH) would require at least 64 sets of measurements without replication.

How will experimental error be assessed?

4. "The (Salton Trough) rocks contain 1.3-5.3 ppm U, and 2.5-24.4 ppm Th.

The concentrations of U in the brine from the SSGF is 10 ppb."

(p. 119 Section 5.1 Introduction)

Are the transport coefficients expected to be independent of the concen-

tration level of the radionuclide being transported?

5. "Radiographic determinations indicate that mappable uranium is found

almost exclusively associated with very fine-grained (0.1-0.005 mm)

matrix minerals."

(p. 119 Section 5.1)

ONWI should be more specific. What does "associated" mean? Chemically

combined? Adsorbed? Trapped as inclusions?

Further, does "mappable" imply that significant amounts of uranium can

migrate undetected, and may represent a significant frar'ion of the total

transported? Is there a uranium source or is the uranii distribution

merely the result of modification of an early distribution due to geologic

processes?

6. "Intense metamr:'---m of the sedimentary fill occurs in the SSGF."

(p. 39 Secticr : 1ydrothermal Systems in the Salton Trough)

Is this also tr - of proposed salt repositories?
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7. "The Salton Sea geothermal field has an impermeable caprock of lacustrine

clays up to 450 m thick."

(p. 40 Section 3.6.1 Regional Picture)

Existence of a caprock may effectively prevent vertical transport. If

low transport is indicated by the data, will it be possible to separate

chemisorption effects from permeability effects?

8. "The flux of >2001C water occurred in less than 10,000 years. This flux

requires of flow of more than 3.6 x 10' m2 of water a year.. .If this

fluid flowed through a cross section of the reservoir averaging 6 km2 in

area, then the specific discharge would be 0.6 m3/year. For an average

porosity of 10 percent, the transport would then have been 6 m3/year

averaged over 10' years."

(p. 43 Section 3.6.3 Models of the Cerro Prieto Geothermal System)

The specific discharge of 0.6m3/year appears in error; it should be

0.6m/year. Similarly, allowing for porosity, the effective transport

is 6m/year.

9. "These four production wells have essentially linear temperature gradients

of approximately 0.0870C/m for the full range of depth yielding temperatures

of 188 to 217'C at 2000 m and a maximum of 2621C measured at 2350 m."

(p. 71 Section 4.2.6 Temperature and Heat Flow Within the SSGP)

ONWI apparently means linear temperature profiles and constant (average)

temperature gradients. The numbers quoted, however, indicate a maximum

gradient of (262-188)/350 m or about 0.210C/m.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Hubert J. Miller, Chief DRMattson
Repository Projects Branch MRKnapp
Division of Waste Management PDR

FROM: John T. Greeves, Acting Chief LPDR (B, N, 5)
Engineering Branch
Division of Waste Management

SUBJECT: THE SALTON SEA GEOTHERMAL FIELD, CALIFORNIA, AS A
NEAR-FIELD NATURAL ANALOG OF A RADIOACTIVE WASTE
REPOSITORY IN SALT, BMI/ONWI-513

In response to a request received from L. Peeters, WMRP, on June 4, 1984, the
subject document was reviewed with the following objectives in mind:

1. To formulate an NRC viewpoint on using data from the proposed Salton
sea studies for (a) validation of repository models and (b) design
and evaluation of waste package and engineered barriers.

2. To comment on analysis and interpretation of the data.

3. To suggest ways to render the study results most useful.

In summary, we feel that unless ONWI defines specifically what it is looking
for, it may very well fail to set up procedures for making field measurements,
collecting field samples, and carrying out chemical analyses that will
adequately protect the integrity, validity and applicability of the data
obtained. Use of an analog appears to have some merit as a supplement to
laboratory investigations but is burdened by questions of interpretations of
the data and representatives of the data. Detailed comments are in the
enclosure.

John T. Greeves, Acting Chief
Engineering Branch
Division of Waste Management
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